
 

You are into Hindi films ? If Yes then this is the right time for you to watch Ganga Movie in Telugu. A super hit movie in the
box office, This movie has still managed to entice several people with its story line, its songs and all around style. The situation
when Ganga River fulfills his wish is lovely with beautiful visuals. There is one person who goes really crazy when he sees
Ganga flowing on ground. A bright start of a ghostly story which will have you on edge throughout the film. How was the
movie? Ganga which is a mystery has been well developed by the director. The story starts with a cursed man who cannot die.
His wife is now living with her brother and his girlfriend. The brother-in-law who makes fun of Ganga falls into a trap and dies.
His girlfriend now becomes an orphan as she does not have any family to support her, but she is loved by her friends and
neighbors. She too feels sad about Ganga River who went away from the city forever unable to fulfil his dreams for a bath in the
holy river. Ganga Movie in Telugu Download Free brings this mystery alive to everyone's imagination with its brilliant direction
and acting by all artists involved in this movie. The way Ganga River is treated is commendable with love and care by the people
of the city. The story portrays the importance of cleanliness of our surroundings. Ganga Movie in Telugu download online can
be watched even by children. It has scenes which are easily relatable to common kids. A family based movie, with good morals
for families, Ganga Movie is a winner at its best! The music for this movie was composed by Sajid-Wajid. Watch Ganga movie
in telugu online free now on tamilrockers First time director Ravi Babu has done surprisingly well with his debut film "Ganga".
This film is based on the Ganga river. It's a romantic, suspense, family drama with no less than two songs. The first song is very
catchy and has good lyrics. The second song is called "Idhana" and it has a great picturisation of the central characters of the
film. The film functions on all these aspects to some extent but fails at some points as well, which keeps it from being perfect.

The Music was composed by Sajid-Wajid. The satellite rights of the film was sold to Kalaignar TV. The film was released in
over 200 screens in Tamil and Telugu and saw a decent opening in its first weekend. The film failed to make back its budget but
notched up a decent collection at the box office. The film's soundtrack was composed by Sajid-Wajid. Lyrics were written by
Suraj Jagan, Vasanth & Shabir Ahmed.
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